
The Danger of Coming Against Something in the Wrong Spirit
There’s a very real danger that we operate outside of Father’s heart when we stand against people or
organisations. You see, Father and our King only operate out of unconditional love, and so must we. They
don’t keep records of our mistakes and punish us when we fail. That type of thinking comes from the OT,
from the Old Covenant. It’s not from the New Covenant, which we are under at the present time.

The shooting of two police officers, and others, in Wieambilla (Australia) this past week, highlights this
problem. According to the media,1 the people involved were raised as strong Bible-believers who were
into conspiracy theories, including the corruption of government. These people did not represent Father in
what they did as murderers. 

The ‘writing is on the wall’ for all of us to watch what to resist and work against. That’s because we could
be operating out of the wrong spirit2. Remember “the fruit of the Spirit”? They don’t include things like
hate, anger, murder, etc.

The tell-tale signs that we are in the wrong spirit are these:
1. Does it produce negativity in our mind
2. Are we constantly being negative
3. Are others avoiding us because of our negativity
4. Do we often condemn others 
5. Do we get angry with the entity we are resisting
6. Is hate building inside of us
7. Do we want to escalate and become more aggressive
8. Are others avoiding us because we are overly aggressive
9. Do we feel we have to protest in the streets
10. Do we feel anarchism developing in us

Those are just a few signs that we’re out of line with the Kingdom. That’s because we’re not operating
with Father’s heart, and it’s very easy to slip into functioning that way. We easily deviate like that when
we follow our mind and our soul. Be aware, we can be manipulated by others, including Christian leaders.

NOTE: Even working against the enemy in spiritual warfare can be dangerous for us, because we are
working with the wrong spirit – one that aligns with him. (More on that another time)

Mike Parsons has some sound teaching on this topic:

“The world doesn't need to be told that it's messing up and doing wrong, because that comes with the
judgemental attitude or condemnation. The way we reach people is by loving them unconditionally
and that is a reflection of God…I feel there's so much that we are focused on in trying to correct the
world's behavior and we've then become this angry people who protest and tell people they're doing
wrong all the time and the consequences that they're doing wrong is they're going to be condemned
forever.  We've  got  to  change  that  narrative,  and  the  only  way  we're  going  to  change  it  is  by
fellowshipping with people, unconditionally. Not trying to convert them, but just be their friend. And
where will they turn when they need a friend? To someone they feel cares for them.” 3

Mike’s example:
“If he felt that you were just trying to slip God into the conversation every two minutes, then he would
probably [think], “I can see through this”. But if you're genuine and obviously you are genuine, he

1 – “God and guns: the strict religious upbringing of the Wieambilla shooters”
        www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2022/dec/14/god-and-guns-the-strict-religious-upbringing-of-the-wieambilla-shooters 
2 – i.e. heart attitude. (That can also be caused by spirits other than our spirit or Holy Spirit)
3 – Mike Parsons (14-12-202) “Mystic Mentoring U.S. Eastern | 14th November 2022” [26:08-27:21]   youtu.be/iBTDlI6LQWE 
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likes that friendship, and people will just relax. Just be friendly to people. People will realize there's
something behind that because not everyone is like that. Some people have an agenda and all the
Christians, obviously, their major agenda is, “We've got to preach the gospel”, because we've been
conditioned into, “Well,  if  I  didn't preach the gospel and that guy dies, I'm responsible.” It's like
there's such pressure put on this Evangelical view of: “They could go out and get run over by a bus
and you didn't preach the gospel.” It's just like there's such a heavy weight on that, but it's not difficult
just to be friends.” 4

(Permission to quote Mike Parsons received on 20-7-2020)

Father has told us to interact with our local community and to relate to our neighbours. Being friendly
towards them, is not being ‘friends with the world’5, it’s displaying love, not hate or aggression. As Father
has told us to do this, it can’t be wrong for us to be involved that way. We can’t be “the light of the world”
is we hide ourselves away in our homes and our churches – that’s counter-productive to the expansion of
the Kingdom.

Personally,  we need to  be  fully  aware  of  ourselves,  constantly  evaluating  our  thoughts  and speech.
Constant vigilance like that will help keep us constrained to the King’s way.

Even following Bible-based teaching which takes a person away from Father’s heart, is very dangerous.
The Wieambilla killers exemplify that, as did the Waco Branch Davidian sect.

The only real safety – as Jesus of Nazareth showed us – is to listen to Father’s voice (the voice of the
Spirit), and spend considerable time soaking in his presence. Also give him permission to correct us and
change us from the inside out.

WATCH: “Mystic Mentoring U.S. Eastern | 14th November 2022” [26:05-37:00]
youtu.be/iBTDlI6LQWE 

My webpage ‘Be Informed’ is a source of information about the work and intentions of the global elite. It is designed
for information only, not to generate aggressive resistance to government &/or society. We are so ill-informed these
days, because we listen to public news sources and accept their commentary as fact, without questioning it. As citizens
of a democracy, we need accurate information so we know how to vote and what parties to support.
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4 – Mike Parsons (14-12-202) “Mystic Mentoring U.S. Eastern | 14th November 2022” [27:21-28:23]   youtu.be/iBTDlI6LQWE 
      [Edited to remove extraneous, unuseful expressions]
5 – ‘The world’ is the world system, not the people. In addition, if we don’t start living like those around us, we are still “not of this world”.
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